COURSE:  Great Wall Spoken Chinese (Level 3)

DESCRIPTION:  This twelve-week short-term intensive spoken Chinese (Mandarin) course is designed for learners with the most basic language knowledge and skill in conducting some basic conversations. This course will focus on more advanced communicative skills including posting a letter, talking exchange rate, shopping, travelling, and seeing a doctor. The practical goal of the course is to enable learners to apply the knowledge and skill that they learn in class to the actual cultural and social situations.

PREREQUISITES:  1) Have knowledge of Pinyin and be able to use Pinyin for very basic communication;
2) Have learned the most basic 250 Chinese words and expressions;
3) Have basic language skills of dates, days, numbers, colors, and directional words.

WHEN/WHERE:  Jan. 25 – Apr. 20, 2016, Mondays & Wednesdays 3:00 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.
(No classes on Mar. 14, 16)
Great Wall Chinese Classroom (HSK Testing Center)
108 4th St. Cross Center A, Buchanan House, 3rd Floor, Norman, OK 73019

TO ENROLL:  http://ouci.ou.edu/great-wall-spoken-chinese-level-3

INSTRUCTOR:  Ms. Xiaoying Xu (许小颖) OUCI visiting faculty. Phone: (405)708-4727.

QUESTIONS:  OUCI at (405)708-4727, or email Professor Xu at xuxiaoying@ou.edu.

REQUIRED TEXTS:  Great Wall Chinese II (essentials in communication), Beijing Language and Culture University Press.

TUITION & FEES:  $30 registration fee includes textbook.
You are welcome to make donation of $100 to OUCI Scholarship Fund by going to https://www.oufoundation.org/OnlineGivingWeb/Giving/OnlineGiving/Confucius

For other Chinese language and cultural classes offered via OUCI, please visit our website at www.ou.edu/ouci

For accommodation on the basis of disability please contact Jansen Givens at 405-325-0208.